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Abstract

As the manufacturing of the Compact Muon Solenoid Phase 2 upgrade hardware approaches, it is
crucial to evaluate the developed hardware against the upgrade requirements. A key upgrade part
is the improvement of the drift tube system, which requires exchanging the read-out electronics.
The new electronics, called On-Board Drift Tube electronics (OBDT), are designed to operate
under the conditions of High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider. This design goal foresees that
On-Board Drift Tube electronics cope with 50 Hz/cm2 hit rate and facilitate precise calibration of
their time-to-digital converter using a test pulse system.
This thesis explored inefficiencies of OBDT phi. The measurements present transmission effi-
ciency drop of the experimental setup with background hit rate at 28 Hz/cm2. The measurements
of OBDT theta display efficiency nearly indistinguishable from 100%
Additionally, the irradiation tests of OBDT theta demonstrate that the electronics withstand 70
times the High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider 0.5 Gy dose. OBDT theta worked continuously
during the irradiation, exhibiting little aging effects.
Finally, examinations of time stamp jitter from both measurements describes 1.37 ± 0.33 ns jitter
for OBDT phi and 0.32 ± 0.13 ns for OBDT theta.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Particle physics, a vital field in contemporary physics research, seeks to an-
swer one of the most fundamental questions: "What is the universe composed
of?" The prevailing theory, the Standard Model, succeeds in this quest by de-
scribing the world building blocks as particles. Verifying the theory has been
at the forefront of particle physics since its conception in the 1960s [1]. Tests
of the Standard Model require complex experimental setups facilitated by par-
ticle colliders. The particle colliders also allow research on Standard Model
extensions that solve its limitations, particularly, describing dark matter and
gravity.
At the heart of Standard Model research is the Large Hadron Collider at
Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire (the European Organization
for Nuclear Research). The LHC, the world’s largest accelerator measuring
26.7 km in length, rests about 100 m underground near Geneva [2]. This syn-
chrotron accelerates protons to 6.8 TeV center of mass energy and collides
them in four regions, each equipped with sophisticated particle detectors [3].
One such detector, the Compact Muon Solenoid, plays an essential role in
observing the collision products. Focusing on one of the many subsystems
of the Compact Muon Solenoid, the muon system measures the momenta
of muons, practically heavier electrons. The muons form an crucial part of
the detector trigger system, and their significance earned them a place in the
name of the detector.
To satisfy the increasing demands of Standard Model research, Large Hadron
Collider will undergo a High-Luminosity upgrade expected to substantially in-
crease collision rates and data flow. The original design of Compact Muon
Solenoid did not plan for the expected luminosity, so the detector requires en-
hancements. These enhancements are summed up in the Phase 2 Upgrade
of the Compact Muon Solenoid.
Situated in the outer layers of Compact Muon Solenoid, the muon system will
undergo a significant electronics upgrade. Focusing on the drift tubes, which
track the pseudo rapidities up to 1.3, this tracking system will receive new On-
Board Drift Tube electronics. The upgrades aim to handle a 7.5-times increase
in trigger and muon rates to 750 kHz and 50 Hz/cm2 respectively [4].
Central to the final development steps of On-Board Drift Tube electronics are
tests at the electronics working point. The main requirements include proving
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nearly flawless operation under irradiation and constant detection efficiency
under increased rates.
This thesis focuses on using the testing system to find out the transmission
limits of the On-Board Drift Tube electronics. After the introductory chapter 1,
chapter 2 presents essential theories and concepts underpinning particle de-
tectors, starting with the Standard model. Next, the thesis gives an overview
of key high-energy physics experiments before explaining the Compact Muon
Solenoid and its Muon System. The following chapter 3 shares the back-
ground on Phase 2 Upgrade of the Compact Muon Solenoid drift tube system.
Explaining the On-Board Drift Tube electronics, chapter 3 also touches on field
programmable gate array and time digitization design used in On-Board Drift
Tube electronics. Later sections touch on the research this thesis builds upon.
Chapter 4 explains testing methods and testing setups of On-Board Drift Tube
electronics. The subsequent chapter, chapter 5, presents the test results. The
results encompass the jitter of the test pulse system, stability of the time-to-
digital converter, and detection efficiency. The thesis concludes with chapter
6 by summarizing the most important findings and proposes the next steps to
guarantee successful performance of the Compact Muon Solenoid drift tube
system during High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider operations.
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Chapter 2

Particle physics research

People always tried to explain what the world is made out of.
The following paragraphs describe the composition of matter
characterized by latest scientific theory. After a brief explanation
of the Standard Model, the next section presents the Bethe-Bloch
formula and bremsstrahlung–a physical theory explaining the
processes used to detect some of the charged Standard Model
particles. The same section informs on how gas particle detectors
use this physical theory and how the Bethe-Bloch formula and
bremsstrahlung influence the design of particle gas detectors.
The consecutive section gives an overview of the high energy
physics experiments at Conseil Européen pour la Recherche
Nucléaire (CERN). The final section provides a comprehensive
overview of the Compact Muon Solenoid, a general-purpose
detector, and delves into the specifics of its Muon System.
Additionally, this section offers a detailed explanation of the drift
tube chambers.

2.1 The Standard Model

As the most advanced physics theory that describes matter and three funda-
mental forces of nature, the Standard Model successfully predicts phenomena
to an astounding degree of precision. The outstanding achievements of the
theory manifest themselves, for example, in predicting the magnetic moment
of the electron. As a collection of quantum field theories the Standard Model Comparing the

state-of-the-art

measurement of

the anomalous

magnetic moment

of the electron

with its prediction

leads to a relative

deviation of only

1 · 10–9 [5].

describes the world using eighteen particles (see Figure 2.1) and 26 parame-
ters [6].
The theory categorizes fermions, or matter particles, into two groups: quarks
and leptons. They are shown in the three left-most columns of the Standard
Model diagram (Figure 2.1). The grouping of the particles into three columns
represents their three mass generations increasing from left to right. Quarks,
in the two upper rows (u, s, t) and (d, c, b), always form heavier composite par-
ticles called hadrons or mesons. They do not exist alone. The quark con-
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Standard Model of Elementary Particles
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Figure 2.1: A diagram that describes all known matter and force particles plus the Higgs boson.
Each square of the diagram includes the particle properties of mass, charge, and spin [7].

finement arises because quarks participate in the strong interaction because
it carries color charge. Additionally, all quarks carry fractions of elementary
charge e. The top row (u, c, t) carries two-thirds and the bottom row (d, s, b)
negative one-third of e. The u,c, and t letters stand for the up, charm, and
top quarks; and the d, s, and b letters stand for the down, strange, and
bottom quarks. Leptons, however, are detectable by themselves and inter-
act mainly electromagnetically. They are described in the two bottom rows
by (e, µ, τ) and (νe, νµ, ντ). Only leptons with elementary charge take part in
the electromagnetic interaction. Usually, they bond with hadrons of opposite
charge and form atoms. If leptons do not have a charge, they interact only
through weak interaction and carry the name neutrinos.

The Standard Model also describes bosons or mainly force particles depicted
in the fourth and fifth column of Figure 2.1. Photon interacts with charged par-
ticles without having charge itself. Also lacking mass, it travels at the speed
of light and gives electromagnetic interaction its infinite reach. The gluon fa-
cilitates strong interactions and is similarly massless as the photon. Opposite
to the photon, it interacts with itself by carrying a color charge. This self-
interaction constrains the reach of the strong interaction to the femtometer
range. Next, the W and Z bosons represent the force particles of the weak
interaction. Unlike the photon and gluon, they have mass and charge. The
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bosons allow flavor transformations between the rows of Figure 2.1. Finally,
the Higgs boson is the consequence of a Higgs field excitation. As part of the
Higgs mechanism, the Higgs field gives masses to most of the particles of the
Standard Model, closing an essential gap in the theory [6].
Although the Standard Model describes a significant portion of nature, it has
substantial downfalls when stretched to describe gravity and phenomena from
cosmology. As of this date, there does not exist a proven and experimentally
verified quantum field theory of gravity. Next, dark matter, which forms almost
25% of the universe, does not have particle candidates in the Standard Model.
Consequently, the research continues to explore beyond the Standard Model,
seeking theories that unify all forces and introduce fermion-boson symmetry
(supersymmetry) [6].

2.2 Detecting particles using gas mixtures

When charged particles fly through materials, they lose energy thanks to the
interactions they experience. The type of interaction changes based on the
material and the particle energy. Interactions relevant to this thesis are ion-
ization, medium excitation, and bremsstrahlung. The Bethe-Bloch formula
(equation 2.1) describes the particle energy loss from material ionization and
excitation. The process happens when charged particles with high momenta
traverse media.

–
〈

dE
dx

〉
≈ K

Z
A
ρ

z2

β2

[
1
2

ln
2meβ

2γ2Emax

I2
– β2

]
(2.1)

where K = 4πNAr2eme ≈ 0.307 MeV cm2/mol is a constant that combines the
Avogadro’s number NA, the classical radius of an electron re, and electron’s
mass me. β describes the particle rapidity, γ the gamma factor, z the charge,
Emax the maximum energy. Z describes the atomic number, A the atomic
mass, ρ the density, and I the mean excitation energy of the material.
When charged, high momenta particles traverse matter, they ionize a por-
tion of the atoms they interact with, so in gases, the highly energetic charged
particles create electron-ion pairs that freely drift until they recombine or in-
teract. Pair creation generates electromagnetic waves. The waves then travel
through the medium and generate voltage differences, which can be digitized.
The recombination of electrons and ions then produces photons that create
unwanted noise. Therefore, the detectors often use a mix of a detection and
quenching gas capable of absorbing the generated photons.
Bremsstrahlung becomes relevant when particles have energies high enough
to penetrate the electron orbitals of atoms. They interact with the atomic nu-
cleus. The ratio of the particle energy and a square of its mass E/m2 govern
the process. Therefore, highly relativistic particles lose most of their energy
because of bremsstrahlung. The electromagnetic interaction with a partially
shielded atomic nucleus makes the material traversing particles radiate highly
energetic photons. This mechanism creates an energy loss dependent on the
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Figure 2.2: A picture of a simple particle gas detector commonly known a drift tube. Its parts
include a wire anode, wall cathode, and gas volume in between. When particles pass through,
they can interact with the gas and produce detectable signal.

particle energy E and distance traversed x (equation 2.2)

dE
dx

= –
E
X0

(2.2)

where X0 is the radiation length–a material constant characterizing energy
loss due to bremsstrahlung. The solution of the differential equation (2.2)
comes in the form of an exponential function shown in equation (2.3)

E(x) = E0 exp
(
–

x
X0

)
(2.3)

such that E0 is the initial particle energy. The function E(x), an exponential de-
cay, describes the particle energy as a charged particle traverses the material.

To maximize the signal, the detection gas should have high density ρ and
atomic number to mass ratio Z

A in addition to low mean excitation energy I.
The requirements then point to elements in the lower parts of the periodic
table that can take on gaseous form, leading to the choice of heavy noble
gases.

The design of gas detectors has improved significantly compared to their first
conception, and the current state-of-the-art experiments use microscopically
structured detectors for particle tracking. Focusing on the most common ar-
chitecture, a drift tube for example,a gas detector includes a wire in the middle
of a gas volume (Figure 2.2). A voltage applied between the wire and walls
of the gas volume helps with charge separation and introduces a drift of the
electron-ion pairs. The voltage also increases the sensitivity of the gas particle
detector [8].
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Figure 2.3: The figure presents an areal view of the Large Hadron Collider, showing the location
of the four main experiments alongside other CERN sites and pre-accelerators [12].

2.3 High energy particle physics experiments

Probing the standard model and looking for its extensions, the Large Hadron
Collider (LHC) accelerates protons and lead ions (Figure 2.3). The syn-
chrotron collides the particle beams at four interaction points around its
26.7 km perimeter. Flying around the collider in bunches, the ions collide
at the frequency of 40 MHz during events called bunch crossings. To shield
the surroundings from the synchrotron radiation, and collision products, the
Large Hadron Collider rests about 100 m underground. Currently, the Large
Hadron Collider culminates the accelerator complex at Conseil Européen pour
la Recherche Nucléaire (CERN) close to Geneva [2].
The discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 [9, 10] marks a new chapter for
the research at the Large Hadron Collider. The precision measurements and
search for Standard Model extensions require increasing the Large Hadron
Collider luminosity. An upcoming upgrade, High-Luminosity LHC, aims to sig-
nificantly raise collision rates by 2029, according to the current plans [11].
Each collision point cavern is equipped with particle detectors to track, mea-
sure, and calculate the collision products. Each detector design caters to dif-
ferent research objectives.
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• A Large Ion Colider Experiment (ALICE) specializes in heavy ion physics
with the largest time projection chamber, tracking the thousands of par-
ticles created in the lead ion collisions [13].

• Next, the Large Hadron Colider for beauty (LHCb) focuses on the
physics of the bottom quarks and tiny effects of higher order Feynman
diagrams in the bottom physics. Compared to other experiments, the
LHCb has a conical rather than cylindrical design to analyze collision
products close to the beamline [13].

• A Torodial LHC Apparatus (ATLAS), the larger of two general-purpose
detectors, uses toroidal magnets for muon bending in its outer layers
and utilizes liquid argon electromagnetic calorimeters. It also includes
a unique particle identification detector, the transition radiation tracker,
capable of tracking particles and distinguishing between electrons and
pions [13].

• The second general purpose detector called Compact Muon Solenoid
(CMS) has a similar architecture to ATLAS. It has a cylindrical shape
composed of the cylinder walls, the barrel regions, and circular cylinder
caps, the endcap regions. To eliminate systematic uncertainties, Com-
pact Muon Solenoid uses different detector technologies and designs
[13].

The last two detectors are not specialized for any task but utilize different ar-
chitectures to verify their results. Together, all four detectors enable the Large
Hadron Collider to probe the frontiers of particle physics, contributing signif-
icantly to our understanding of the universe’s most fundamental constituents
and forces.

2.4 The Compact Muon Solenoid and its Muon System

The design of Compact Muon Solenoid uses a superconducting solenoid to
generate 4 T-strong magnetic field. Its iron return yoke amplifies the residual
field to bend muons in the outer layers of the detector. A general overview
of the most important parts of the Compact Muon Solenoid can be seen in
Figure 2.4.The relative compactness originates from the use of lead tungstate
crystals in the electromagnetic calorimeter, the iron yoke, and the 4 T magnetic
field. The iron yoke allows placing the muon tracking detectors closer together
without sacrificing the lever arm size to guarantee an accurate track curvature
measurement.
Keeping the convention of the collaboration this thesis adopts the following co-
ordinate system: the z-axis points along the beamline, the x-axis to the center
of the Large Hadron Collider, and the origin rests at the interaction point in
the center of the Compact Muon Solenoid [15]. Cylindrical coordinates have
a frequent use because of the cylindrical detector structure. Specifically, the
radial distance r describes the distance from the beamline, and the z distance
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Figure 2.4: A technical drawing to scale showing and describing the Compact Muon Solenoid.
The labels describe the most important parts of the detector such as the superconducting
solenoid, the electromagnetic calorimeter, and the muon detectors [14].

defines the position along the beamline. The φ-coordinate represents the di-
rection perpendicular to the beam line. Finally, the z coordinate is often trans-
formed into pseudorapidity η (2.4), a more natural description for the particle
tracks recorded by the detector.

η = ln
(
tan

(
1
2

arccot
(z

r

)))
(2.4)

Figure 2.4 illustrates the additional detector systems of the Compact Muon
Solenoid. These include silicon tracking detectors close to the interaction
point, comprising of Pixel Detector and Silicon Tracker. Next, Compact Muon
Solenoid features a pair of calorimeters – the electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECAL) and hadronic calorimenter (HCAL) – which absorb the electromag-
netic and hadronic showers, respectively. Furthemore, the Muon System, a
set of large-area gas detectors is incorporated into the CMS iron return yoke.

• Starting from the interaction point, the first detector encountered by the
flying particles is the Pixel Detector. In its current version, its barrel
section has four layers. Each of its two endcaps includes three wheels.
The silicon pixel sensors have a pixel size of 100×150 —m2 allowing the
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resolution of 10 —m in the r–φ dimensions and 20 —m in the z direction
[15].

• Afterwards, the particles traverse the Silicon Tracker. The sub-detector
modules use a more economic simplification of silicon pixels called mi-
crostrips with dimensions of 105 ×80 —m2 and 2.5·105 ×180 —m2. The
granularity of the silicon sensors decreases with the increasing distance
from the beam pipe, allowing for construction of 200 m2-silicon based
sub-detector [15].

• The next detector system starting beyond 110 cm away from the beam
line comprises 68523 lead tungstate (PbWO4) scintillators. They form
the electromagnetic calorimeter and absorb the photons and electrons
generated by the collisions. In conjunction with avalanche photodiodes
(barrel section) and vacuum phototriodes (endcap section), they allow
measuring the energy of absorbed particles [15].

• Hadronic particles are absorbed in the hadronic calorimenter built with
brass and plastic scintillator sandwich calorimeters. Light-shifting fibers
incorporated in the plastic scintillators maximize light collection and pro-
tect readout electronics. The light digitization happens with silicon pho-
tomultiplies [16].

• The finally detection system for the residual particles (99% muons) is
the Muon System [4]. Composed of barrel and endcap sections, it
tracks particles over large areas using gas detectors. The endcaps
cover pseudorapidities 1.3 ≤ η ≤ 2.4 and use Cathode-Strip Cham-
bers (CSCs) for tracking. A Cathode-Strip Chamber is a thin multi-wire
proportional chamber with segmented strip readout for enhanced preci-
sion. Meanwhile, the barrel region uses drift tubes and tracks particles
up to η ≤ 1.3. Both endcaps and the barrel utilize Resistive Plate Cham-
bers (RPCs) to capitalize on their excellent 3 ns timing resolution [15].
The Resistive Plate Chambers employ two gas layers, each 2 mm thin,
with readout strips between these volumes to collect the signal.

Barrel regions of the CMS Muon System are covered by four layers of drift
tube muon chambers (Figure 2.5) and four layers of Resistive Plate Cham-
bers. Both detector types track muons, and the drift tube muon chambers
reach accuracy of 100 —m. The lower numbers in the naming scheme of the
Muon chamber Barell (MB)–MB1, MB2, MB3, or MB4– indicate the proximity
of the chamber to the interaction point. The MB1 to MB3 chambers include
three super layers. One super layer measures the z-coordinate of the CMS
detector, and the other two measure the φ-coordinate. MB4 chambers only in-
corporate two super layers measuring the φ-position. Each DT muon chamber
can measure ther-coordinate of a track, owing to the precisely known position
of the chambers. Super layers combine four layers of drift tubes in a staggered
configuration. The arrangement showed in the left part of Figure 2.6 resolves
the directional ambiguity of a single drift tube [4].
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Figure 2.5: A picture of an MB1 chamber in the III. Physics Institute A at RWTH Aachen Univer-
sity. The vertical gap between the blue connectors serves as a storage for the Minicrate.

The CMS drift tube (DT) is engineered in order to create a nearly constant drift
speed for the electron-ion pairs (Figure 2.6 left). Simulations of the arrange-
ment of the gold-plated tungsten wire and aluminium anodes and aluminium
cathodes show a nearly constant electric field that guarantees the nearly con-
stant drift velocity vd = 54.3 —m/ns. Shaping the electric field involves setting
the tungsten wire at 3600 V, the alumnium anode at 1200 V, and the aluminium
cathode at –1800 V. In the 13 mm×42 mm drift tube flows a mixture of 85% ar-
gon, detection gas, and 15% carbon dioxide (CO2), quenching gas, at a slight
over-pressure of 30 mbar compared to the atmosphere [17, 18].
Shaping and discriminating the signals from the wires, the font-end electron-
ics forward the voltage drops arising from particle hits. Also known as front-
end boards (Figure 2.7), their main functionality manifests in the Multichannel
Amplifier-Discriminator (MAD) application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
[20, 4]. Four of MAD chips are soldered on a front-end board, processing
16 channels. Consequently, each MAD is capable of amplifying and discrimi-
nating signals from four drift tubes. Apart from signal processing the front-end
board includes slow control communication and test pulse lines. The slow con-
trol allows channel masking and temperature monitoring both implemented in
the MAD ASIC [20, 21].
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Figure 2.6: A drawing that describes the arrangement of drift tubes in a three super layer cham-
ber. The SL acronyms describe the super layers and L stands for layer. The right diagram
shows the drift tube design used in the Compact Muon Solenoid. The long turquoise drift lines
in the diagram depict the electric field. The lines perpendicular to them are equipotential lines or
isochrones [19].

Figure 2.7: Figure shows the front-end board in a close up. Four MAD chips are soldered close
to the bottom edge of the front-end electronics.

The test pulses couple to drift tube lines and trigger 32 channels at a time.
Because of the relatively long electron drift times the drift tube chambers need
to have precise timing information. To calibrate the required time to digital con-
verters the front-end boards uses test pulses. They arrive the front-end boards
simultaneously and allow to subtract the signal path differences naturally aris-
ing different cable and trace lengths.
The final part of the present Muon System are the read-out electronics. They
are composed of a few systems integrated together in a metal casing screwed
to one side of the muon chamber. Minicrate, as the casing is called, houses
read-out board (ROB) and trigger board (TRB) responsible for data acquisition
and triggering respectively. Electronics for the muon chamber slow control and
communication are also included in the Minicrates.
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Figure 2.8: A picture of the legacy minicrate together with the read-out board [17].
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Chapter 3

Upgrade of the CMS Muon
System

Advancing from the general overview in the previous chapter,
this chapter focuses further on the imminent upgrades of the
Compact Muon Solenoid Muon System. The chapter begins by
detailing the On-Board Drift Tube electronics – the new read-out
electronics to be installed onto the muon chambers. Given the
use of field programmable gate arrays in the On-Board Drift
Tube electronics, the chapter describes their most important
operational principles. Subsequently, the process time digitization
within the field programmable gate array (FPGA) firmware will
be explored. Transitioning to summary of crucial findings from
existing research, the chapter lays the research foundation this
thesis builds upon.

The consequences of the High-Luminosity LHC require improving all CMS
sub-detectors. Collectively the changes are aggregated in the Phase 2 Up-
grade. The detector irradiation tests and simulations show manageable radi-
ation degradation of drift tubes [4]. Therefore, only the readout electronics of
the muon chambers need exchanging. The reasons for the interchange are
the following:

• increase of level-one trigger rate to 750 kHz from 100 kHz,

• insufficient radiation hardness of the current electronics,

• muon chamber trigger generation across chambers.

Moreover, the existing stockpile of current electronics is insufficient to provide
enough replacements for the entire operation of High-Luminosity LHC [4]. Al-
though the new electronics only expect an estimated dose of 0.5 Gy, the fail-
ure rate of the old electronics under these conditions exceeds the available
replacements [22]. To easily compare old and new components, the DT group
adopted a naming scheme of "legacy" that describes the original hardware
and electronics.
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Figure 3.1: A Figure that shows the front and back side of the OBDT phi. The most important
components of OBDT phi are highlighted in white.

3.1 On-Board Drift Tube electronics

The main purpose of On-Board Drift Tube electronics (OBDT) is to time stamp
and give spatial coordinates to the signals coming from the front-end boards
(Figure 3.1). On top of locating particle hits in time and space, the readout
electronics also transfer the data to the backend electronics. The presence
of timing digitization also necessitates a calibration of the systematic time off-
sets. This task is taken care of by the test pulse system controlled by On-
Board Drift Tube electronics. The test pulses are sent at the same time and
propagate through the muon chamber front-end electronics. They feed into
the lines coming from the drift tubes and elicit a hit response from the MAD
chips. This response then reaches On-Board Drift Tube electronics. One test
pulse activates eight front-end board channels simultaneously [21].
Because many legacy systems are present, the new readout electronics also
have to communicate with and control the systems. As a consequence, On-
Board Drift Tube electronics handles slow control of the muon chamber front-
end boards (FEBs). The On-Board Drift Tube electronics can mask noisy
channels and monitor the temperature sensors implemented in the Multichan-
nel Amplifier-Discriminator chips. Forwarding the monitored chamber pressure
is also part of On-Board Drift Tube electronics design. Finally, the On-Board
Drift Tube electronics are capable of monitoring their own temperature [23].
The DT group developed two types of read-out electronics. The parts, or super
layers, of chambers measuring the φ-coordinate of the track running around
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Figure 3.2: A Figure that shows the front of the OBDT theta. The whiter regions of the picture
highlight the most important components of On-Board Drift Tube electronics and the Testpulse
board.

the beam pipe will be connected to OBDT phi. Covering the angle from the
beam pipe θ, the other super layers are read out by OBDT theta. The main
reason for this design decision comes from two cabling schemes. The front-
end cables connected to the theta super layers cannot be exchanged.
Taking a closer look at the design in Figure 3.1, OBDT phi includes fifteen
connectors for the low-voltage differential signal (LVDS) cables on its top side.
These cables originate the muon chamber and add up to a total of 240 chan-
nels with sixteen channels per connector. On the top side, there are connec-
tors for all the slow control and monitoring services. Additionally, this side also
houses eight test pulse connectors, which are used for sending signals to the
front-end electronics of the muon chamber. The bottom side, on the other
hand, houses most of the integrated circuits (ICs), i.e. the low-power giga-
bit transciever (lpGBT), slow control adapter (SCA), Versatile Transciever Link
plus (VTRx+), and a field programmable gate array (FPGA) [24, 25, 26, 27].
The second, theta, version of On-Board Drift Tube electronics differs from the
phi in its connectors and test-pulse system. Closely resembling the legacy
read-out boards (ROBs), the design of OBDT theta has to cope with using the
legacy front-end cables. As a consequence, the front-end cable adapters rest
on the borders of the board. The top side also includes connectors for slow
control and control of the test pulse system, slow control adapter, and memory
(Figure 3.2). Similarly to OBDT phi, the theta has most of its computational
power on the bottom. The Polarfire field programmable gate array, low-power
gigabit transciever, and two Versatile Transciever Link plus face the solid alu-
minium frame [27, 24, 26]. Finally, the test pulse generation is taken over by a
separate board, the Testpulse board. Powered and operated by OBDT theta,
the Testpulse board simultaneously generates eight signals that propagate to
the front-end boards.
The main computational center of On-Board Drift Tube electronics, a field pro-
grammable gate array, takes care of the time digitization, data packet format-
ting, and time-precise test pulse control. The DT group chose Microsemi Po-
larfire MPF300 field programmable gate array [27]. Taking a closer look at its
configuration (Figure 3.3), the signals from the front-end boards go through
the time-to-digital converter. Once the voltage transition gets assigned to a
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Figure 3.3: A diagram that shows the most important parts of the firmware developed for the
On-Board Drift Tube electronics (based on [23]).

bin number, the field programmable gate array packages the time bin, chan-
nel number, OBDT number, and the muon chamber number to a packet [23].
Then the packet is sent through the lpGBT protocol to the backend [28]. The
FPGA firmware can also mask channels.
The 40 MHz clock reference is reconstructed in the field programmable gate
array thanks to packets received by low-power gigabit transciever. Other
clocks generated in the field programmable gate array with frequencies three-,
four-, six-, eight-, and 16-times higher use the 40 MHz clock as a reference.
The clocks find use in the time-to-digital converter, Timing and Trigger control,
Readout, Testpulse control, and lpGBT protocol blocks. The highest 641 MHz
[23] frequency enables splitting one tick of the reference clock into 32 bins.
Thus the timing resolution of the On-Board Drift Tube electronics reaches
0.78 ns.

3.2 Field Programmable Gate Arrays

Shortly described as a technology for re-programmable application-specific in-
tegrated circuit, field programmable gate arrays fill today’s demand for increas-
ing flexibility and optimization of electronics. An FPGA includes logic gates,
storage, look-up tables, processors, multiplexer, demultiplexer, and multiple
types of input and output. For example, these building elements allow path
length matching the inputs and outputs of the field programmable gate ar-
ray. The mentioned parts of the electronics allow for parallel signal processing
with a fixed processing time. Because the FPGA building block can be con-
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Figure 3.4: A schematic describing the time-to-digital converter (TDC) architecture used in OBDT
FPGA. The differential signal passes through a differential buffer and then multiple TDC blocks
running at different clock phases (adjusted from [28]).

nected in and re-wired many times over, the field programmable gate arrays
allow online rewiring of electronics. This flexibility has an outstanding advan-
tage compared to conventional electronics because it allows fixing design after
start of official operations. Additionally if the performance of the set wiring de-
grades, field programmable gate array can be simply reprogrammed to use
its sections that work as expected. Most advanced experiments today utilize
field programmable gate arrays because of the limited signal processing times
constrained by the time between the particle collisions [8]. Field programmable
gate arrays can reach timing resolution of less than 1 ns. Together with their
flexibility, robustness, and radiation hardness, they make an essential part of
On-Board Drift Tube electronics.

3.3 Time digitization in On-Board Drift Tube electron-
ics

Determining time allows a correct reconstruction of events and thus makes
an essential part of the collider experiments. The process involves sampling
a signal line and detecting the change in voltage. After the sampling, the bit
words are then translated to numbers that describe the bin number in which
the voltage transition happened.
Focusing on the implementation in the Polarfire FPGA, the sampling process
happens in TDC blocks (Figure 3.4). They include deserializers running under
a sampling clock. In the case of On-Board Drift Tube electronics, the sampling
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clock runs at 641 MHz. Generated in OBDT’s field programmable gate array,
the clock is phase aligned to and runs at 16-times the frequency of the 40 MHz
LHC clock. To reach the 32-bit resolution the firmware duplicates the 641 MHz
clock and phase shifts it by 180◦.
Afterward, the deserialized signal from the front-end boards arrives at the edge
detector. The edge detector takes in a bit word and determines which of the
bit changes represent an edge. In addition to the detection task, it should be
robust enough to filter out noise. Finally, once the edge detector determines
the transition bin, it forwards its information to the encoder that generates an
integer representing the number of the transition bin.
Time deserializers appear mostly in telecommunication devices and work with
bit words that include alignment bits. Re-purposing deserializers for time mea-
surement is an ingenious solution with some drawbacks. One drawback is that
the rising edge of the signal might coincide with the rising edge of the sam-
pling clock. This coincidence necessitates an accurate characterization of the
time-to-digital converter to see the behavior of the first TDC block used in the
deserialization chain [28].

3.4 On-Board Drift Tube electronics slice test

Because the development of On-Board Drift Tube electronics reaches later
stages, the On-Board Drift Tube electronics has already been successfully
tested in the readout chain. Thirteen boards were wired parallel to the current
muon chamber read-out electronics, the read-out boards (ROBs) and trigger
boards (TRBs), while cosmic muons generated tracks in the muon chambers.
Figure 3.5 compares the read-out chains. The use of On-Board Drift Tube
electronics significantly simplifies the architecture. Deployed in one barrel sec-
tor of the Compact Muon Solenoid, the still ongoing test campaign called slice
test covers all types of muon chambers, MB1, MB2, MB3, and MB4. Since the
Phase 2 upgrade changes the readout and trigger architecture of the muon
chambers, the slice test also proves the new back-end electronics.
The initial outcomes of the slice test are encouraging, especially in the aspect
of online track reconstruction. The new read-out electronics have significantly
enhanced the timing accuracy of the trigger evident by narrower distribution in
Figure 3.6. With On-Board Drift Tube electronics, the trigger primitives – track
sections with time stamps – are processed faster. The more swiftly gener-
ated trigger primitives lead to more accurate timing information about muons
traversing the muon chambers. The increased timing accuracy showcases the
design efforts aimed at negating the effects of pileup.
Additionally, the slice test uses each read-out electronics as an efficiency ref-
erence for the other. These cross-hit efficiencies show a consistent behavior
across both read-out electronics generations (see Figure 3.7). Apart from the
masked channels, the rest of the MB3 channels show efficiencies in the green
regions of the color map. Upon closer examination, most of the channels reach
almost 100%, so the new electronics detect exactly as many hits as the legacy
ones.
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Figure 3.5: A diagram that allows comparing the legacy and new muon chamber readout. The
new architecture reduces the amount of on-detector electronics (based on [28]).

Figure 3.6: A histogram that compares the timing performance of trigger primitives generated
with trigger board and On-Board Drift Tube electronics. The red histogram describes the legacy
trigger board and the blue histogram the new On-Board Drift Tube electronics [29].
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Figure 3.7: A two-dimensional histogram that compares the efficiencies of legacy (left) and new
(right) read-out electronics. The x-axis describes the wire number in a drift tube layer, and the
y-axis the layer number [29].

3.5 Time digitization tests of On-Board Drift Tube elec-
tronics

Because of the possible coincidence of the sampling clock and signal edges
mentioned in section 3.3, the DT group already characterized the time digitiza-
tion capabilities of the OBDT firmware. Because time measurement involves
digitization, the group examined the differential non-linearity (DNL). Addition-
ally, they looked at channel cross-talk. The characteristics were measured
by injecting a non-correlated random signal to the channels of the field pro-
grammable gate array. The cross-talk measurements injected the signal either
to both the primary and neighboring channels or to the primary channel only.
All tests satisfied the benchmarks set by the DT group.
Differential non-linearity describes a metric that gives a numerical value to
how much the width of the time bin deviates from the ideal. A perfect time-to-
digital converter splits a time interval into bins with the same width. Because
the real world does not allow for perfect precision, the measure of differential
non-linearity defined in the equation(3.1)

DNLi =
ti+1 – ti

C
– 1 for i = 1, . . . , 2n – 1 (3.1)

where DNLi stands for the differential non-linearity of the i-th bin, ti the i-th
bin boundary in units of time, C a constant for converting time intervals into
integers produced by the time-to-digital converter, and n being the number
of bits the time-to-digital converter operates with. Combined, differential non-
linearity allows to sum up the aforementioned inaccuracy in one number [8].
The tests of differential non-linearity performance show promising results.The
measurements show that differential non-linearity stays within the requirement
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Figure 3.8: A series of plots showing the differential non-linearitys of the time-to-digital converter
implemented in the Polarfire field programmable gate array. The twelve distributions the mea-
sured data. The distributions of the The x-axis of the plots describes the time bin and the y-axis
the differential non-linearity in percentage [23].

±10% (see Figure 3.8) [23]. Differences between channels, for example, chan-
nels 41 and 48, mainly come from different clock domains of the field pro-
grammable gate array.
Additionally, the tests that examine the influence of neighboring channels on
one another show a below 1% effect Figure 3.9. Examining the plot with a
time-to-digital converter bin on the x-axis and differential non-linearity in per-
cent on the y-axis, the channel cross-talk for channel 257 shows a visible
difference between the red dashed line and the full green line. For most bins,
the cross-talk increases the differential non-linearity.
The time digitization tests show that the time-to-digital converter on imple-
mented on On-Board Drift Tube electronics fulfills the set goals. Its differential
non-linearity stays within 10%. Next the measurement of cross talk demon-
strates a below 1% effect on the differential non-linearity. Both results illustrate
low internal jitter and high accuracy of the time-to-digital converter. The data
demonstrate readiness of the time digitization system of the On-Board Drift
Tube electronics.
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Figure 3.9: An example of a cross-talk influence on a differential non-linearity of an OBDT chan-
nel. The x-axis of the plots describes the time bin and the y-axis the differential non-linearity in
percentage [23] .
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Chapter 4

Setup for On-Board Drift Tube
electronics tests

This chapter focuses on describing the testing methods and
experimental setups. First, the opening section describes how the
test pulse system of the On-Board Drift Tube electronics emulated
hits in for the muon chamber front-end electronics. The two
measurement campaigns presented in this thesis used slightly
different methods for hit emulation, so both of these methods are
described in the opening section. The next section introduces the
experimental setup used for the measurements on OBDT phi at
Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare Legnaro and the third section
introduces the experimental setup used for the measurement on
OBDT theta at CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facility.

On-Board Drift Tube electronics have not yet been tested for the expected
higher rates. Proving the electronics can handle the High-Luminosity LHC hit
rates of 50 Hz/cm2 is essential for the development process [4]. Therefore,
part of the work focused on emulating these rates, presenting an opportunity
to examine the test pulse system. The rate of cosmic muons does not reach
50 Hz/cm2, so the thesis presents creative testing procedures that allow for
high-rate tests. Since the testing method does not depend on a test beam, it
is a cost-effective solution applicable across the DT Group.

4.1 Emulating hits using the test pulse system

High-rate tests of On-Board Drift Tube electronics executed as part of this the-
sis rely on the test pulse system. By using the test pulses, the high-rate tests
simultaneously examine the On-Board Drift Tube electronics and the test pulse
system. As mentioned in 3.1, the test pulse command originates in the FPGA
of OBDT. After being generated, they propagate towards the chamber front-
end electronics. First the MAD chips recognize test pulses as signals. Then
the chips send hit signals to the On-Board Drift Tube electronics. The FPGA
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pins that receive a signal from a front-end board are called channels. Num-
bered 0 through 239, their indices allow differentiating between input signals.
A complex mapping scheme allows matching the channels to a drift tube.
Synchronized with the rising edge of the 40 MHz LHC clock, the test pulse
system can simulate hits for all 240 channels On-Board Drift Tube electronics
can monitor. The test pulses are issued by a single FPGA pin and should be
"simultaneous" within one bunch crossing. Multiplying 40 MHz by 240 chan-
nels, the test pulse system can theoretically generate 9.6 GHz average hit rate
for one On-Board Drift Tube electronics. This rate far exceeds the expected
operational rate of 1.7 MHz hit rates for both OBDT types.
The generated average hit rate is further limited by the software1used for con-
trolling the test pulse system. This software reduces the maximum hit rate by
the limiting of the On-Board Drift Tube electronics command rate to 2.4MHz.
The mentioned rate comes from a conservative limit of the measured execu-
tion time of a line in Python ≈ 1

100 µs multiplied by 240, the number of channels
On-Board Drift Tube electronics can process.
The core objective of these tests is to determine the transmission limits of On-
Board Drift Tube electronics. The testing procedure, developed for this thesis,
progressively increases the number of activated channels, sends test pulses,
and records the returned data. A precise description of the test follows:

1. Initially, all channels are deactivated.

2. Then one channel is activated.

3. A test pulse is sent and the system waits one second.

4. An additional channel is activated.

5. Subsequently, a test pulse is sent and the system waits.

6. The previous steps are repeated until all 240 channels are active.

Channels are activated by unmasking in two possible fashions. The first
method involves using the muon chamber front-end electronics. Controlled by
the inter-integrated circuit (I2C) bus, the front-end electronics receive a control
word issued by On-Board Drift Tube electronics and then mask or unmask the
addressed channels. The second masking method directly blocks the FPGA
inputs within the Polarfire FPGA.
To test the influence of both of these masking methods, the testing software
includes the use of FPGA masking first and then the combination of the two.
A simpler version of hit emulation happened during the irradiation test of OBDT
theta at CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facility (CHARM) (see sec-
tion 4.3) [30]. The test pulses were issued without masking and at lower rates
of 291 Hz per channel, calculated by issuing 2911 test pulses over 10 seconds.
After 10 seconds the testing system recorded data and took a snapshot of the
system state.

1https : //gitlab.cern.ch/abergnol/obdtv2_backend_firmware

$https://gitlab.cern.ch/abergnol/obdtv2_backend_firmware$
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Figure 4.1: A symbolic diagram that describes the experimental setup for OBDT phi tests.

Two variants of test pulses were issued in the CERN high energy accelerator
mixed field facility. One type propagates through the muon chamber front-
end electronics. The source of this test pulse signal changed every minute
thanks to the multiplexer. The other test pulses originated at the OBDT theta
front-end connectors and looped back to another front-end connector. These
tests ensure the radiation hardness of the On-Board Drift Tube electronics
and the Testpulse board. Online monitoring of the tests recorded time stamp
histograms, the number of missing hits, and other less relevant monitoring
data such as temperatures, humidity, OBDT input power, etc.

4.2 Hardware used for testing OBDT phi

The high-rate test of OBDT phi was conducted at Istituto Nazionale di Fisica
Nucleare (INFN) Legnaro as part of this thesis. Using the local experimental
hardware, the tests included only the muon chamber front-end board. Given
the history of INFN Legnaro as MB3 manufacturing site, the testing setup im-
itates a part of MB3 chamber front-end electronics. The 34 front-end boards
are evenly split into two rows imitating two phi super layer front-end electronics
of an MB3 chamber.
A simplified diagram of this testing setup is shown in Figure 4.1. Measure-
ments involved two OBDT phi. One controlled the upper super layer, issued
test pulses, and received hits. This OBDT phi was fully connected utilizing 15
front-end connectors and eight test pulse connectors. The second OBDT phi
controlled only the lower super layer.
Communication with On-Board Drift Tube electronics was facilitated by an
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Figure 4.2: The figure displays the HTG box. The front panel of the box includes the connectors
of the optical fiber cables necessary for communication with the On-Board Drift Tube electronics
and backend.

FPGA board from the manufacturer HiTech Global (HTG) called HTG-940 [31].
Because HTG-940 houses a high-end field programmable gate array (either
Virtex UltraScale or UltraScale+), it can support 10 Gbit/s communication over
multiple channels [32, 33]. As mentioned in section 3.1, these requirements
come from the low-power gigabit transciever protocol. HTG box houses the
board and other electronics and services (Figure 4.2). The firmware running
on the field programmable gate array incorporates protocols necessary for
successful communication with the low-power gigabit transciever and Polarfire
FPGA.

A server played an important role in the setup, executing the testing proce-
dures and storing data. Similar to the communication with On-Board Drift Tube
electronics, the data transfer between the server and testing electronics (HTG-
940) also requires 10 Gbit/s speeds to accurately transfer the trigger data sent
by On-Board Drift Tube electronics. The server runs the backend software for
managing and logging the data from the HTG box.

The Wiring of the OBDT phi, as shown in Figure 4.3, features a fully connected
OBDT phi in the center of the setup. Each OBDT phi front-end connector
transfers 16 drift tube signals from one front-end board, so OBDT phi can
monitor 240 drift tubes. The testing system used nine different front-end cable
lengths shown in table 4.1. Coaxial cables of the same length transmitted
the test pulses. Control of the front-end boards required a second OBDT phi
highlighted in the left part of the picture. Each OBDT phi has only a single
connector for the super layer and front-end board control. While additional
OBDT phi and cables were present, they were not actively used in the testing
process.

A special note needs to be taken for the slow control of the FEBs. Some
specimens register the slow control signals as hits and generate fake hits.
Because of this known fact, even the current operations of the Compact Muon
Solenoid do not allow use of muon chamber slow control during data taking.
This fact was rediscovered during the measurements at INFN Legnaro. The
slow control of front-end boards runs at 100 kHz.
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Table 4.1: A table showing the physical cable lengths of the OBDT phi front-
end cables. Their dimensions are staggered in 15 cm increments. All lengths
were used in OBDT phi tests.

OBDT phi
front-end cable [cm]

25 40 55 70 85 100 115 130 145 160

Figure 4.3: A picture that showcases the wiring of OBDT phi testing setup in Legnaro. Important
parts of the picture are highlighted in white and blue. Both white OBDT phi controlled the high-
lighted front-end boards (FEBs). The orange color shows the super layer test pulse connectors.

4.3 Hardware used for testing of OBDT theta

Tests of OBDT theta were executed at CHARM [30], and only their analysis
is the scope of this thesis. Apart from testing the theta version of the read-
out electronics, the irradiation tests included the Testpulse board, a front-end
board, and a custom multiplexer. The multiplexer allows testing all test pulse
connectors with just one front-end board. Compared to the testing campaign at
INFN Legnaro, the backend incorporated the VCU 118 evaluation board with
Virtex UltraScale+ FPGA and a laptop. The whole backend controlled On-
Board Drift Tube electronics and recorded the data. Diagram 4.4 describes
the experimental setup in greater detail.
Figure 4.5 displays the irradiated setup. Mounted on an aluminium stand, On-
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Figure 4.4: A diagram showing the experimental setup of the irradiation tests at CERN high
energy accelerator mixed field facility. The OBDT theta controls the multiplexer and the Testpulse
board, but it does not have access to the front-end board .

Board Drift Tube electronics, front-end board, the Testpulse board, and the
multiplexer were air-cooled to guarantee constant temperatures. The electron-
ics were exposed to a composition of neutrons, protons, and pions during the
irradiation process [30]. For protection the backend electronics were shielded
in the control room outside the irradiation zone.
The measurements at CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facility in-
cluded two types of test pulse generation. Consequently, the analysis of the
data distinguishes between two channel types. The single front-end board
connects to the front-end connector 1 of OBDT theta (see Figure 4.6). Since
the legacy front-end connectors concentrate 32 drift tube (DT) signals, only
half of the connector was utilized. A total of 16 FPGA channels receive signals
from one front-end board. They are further called front-end channels. The
other six front-end connectors loop back to the read-out electronics. Because
half of the connectors have to generate signals, only 96 signals are expected.
FPGA channels receiving the 96 signals from the looped cables are further
called looped channels.
Figure 4.6 clearly shows the wiring of the experimental setup. The design in-
cludes a series of looped connections between front-end connector, connector
2 linked to connector 3, connector 4 paired with connector 7, and connectors 5
and 6 joined together. Notably, connector 8 was not utilized. The optical lines
from the Versatile Transciever Link plus opto-links run to the VCU 118, allow-
ing slow control and faster trigger communication. The setup is completed
with the VCU 118 connected to a laptop instrumental for recording data and
controlling the system.
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Figure 4.5: A picture of the electronics irradiated at CERN high energy accelerator mixed field
facility. OBDT theta and the Testpulse board are mounted on an aluminium frame. Behind them
stands a front-end board attached to the multiplexer (modified from [34]).

Figure 4.6: A picture that shows the OBDT theta looped channel wiring. The bottom right-most
front-end connector received signals from the front-end board (modified from [34]).
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Figure 4.7: A technical sketch showing the irradiation room of CERN high energy accelerator
mixed field facility. The orange line describes the beamline, and the blue highlights show the
position of the target and the test position. In addition to concrete shielding drawn in gray, the
room includes iron plates (brown). Through the center of the room cuts a removable shielding
wall made of concrete and copper slabs. (modified from [30]).

Figure 4.7 illustrates the position of the tested electronics. Because the
CMS muons system does not expect intense radiation, the electronics were
strategically placed at stand number two, highlighted in yellow. This posi-
tion is shielded from direct beam irradiation. As mentioned in section 3.5,
On-Board Drift Tube electronics expects a dose of only 0.5 Gy during High-
Luminosity LHC operations [22]. The removable wall in the irradiation room
center shielded On-Board Drift Tube electronics, the Testpulse board, and the
multiplexer to emulate the High-Luminosity LHC conditions.
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Chapter 5

The results of On-Board Drift
Tube electronics tests

The main scientific contributions of this thesis are highlighted in
this chapter. Presented in two parts, jitter analysis begins the
chapter. The first part focuses on OBDT phi jitter and the second
on OBDT theta jitter. Spotlight then shifts to the long-term stability
of the time-to-digital converter implemented in the OBDT theta.
This section is particularly significant because the measurements
were executed under irradiation, illustrating electronic operations
during High-Luminosity LHC. Concluding the chapter is an
exploration on the transmission limits of both OBDT versions. The
section examines the transmission efficiency of On-Board Drift
Tube electronics in parallel.

To present a more holistic picture of the On-Board Drift Tube electronics, the
characterization tests looked not only at the rate capabilities of the electronics
but also at jitter, time stamp drift, and detection efficiency. Achieving precise
timing measurement requires jitter smaller than 0.78 ns (one bin resolution).
Consequently, measuring the whole electronics jitter that limits the drift tube
timing resolution is indispensable. Further, examination of the test pulse sys-
tem should ensure excellent performance of a system responsible for timing
calibration. Further, the time-to-digital converter performance expectations re-
quire minute-scale bin stability. The lowest benchmark specified for On-Board
Drift Tube electronics demands time bin drift to take longer than one millisec-
ond defined by the 16 orbits necessary to calibrate the entire drift tube system
[35]. Finally, the OBDT phi was subjected to high hit rates to find its transmis-
sion limits, building upon the efficiency measurements of the slice test 3.4.
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5.1 Jitter measurements

The Drift Tube system of the muon barrel system is an indispensable part
of the CMS trigger. Therefore, the On-Board Drift Tube electronics has to
provide precise timing information. Jitter significantly impacts the calibration of
the timing system, so the test pulse system should produce a jitter below the
resolution of the time-to-digital converter. Measuring the jitter then provides
data that quantifies if the low jitter design effort succeeded. DT group did not
set any benchmarks for the time stamp distribution. Nevertheless, calibrations
of MB3 record the jitter standard deviation to be 1 ns, so this thesis adopts the
current performance of the system as a benchmark [35].

5.1.1 OBDT phi jitter measurements

Data gathered for the jitter measurement originate from the testing procedure
of OBDT phi described in section 4.1. An increased number of channels was
activated after each test pulse. In order to increase the statistics on chan-
nels with a higher number all channels were pulsed multiple thousand times.
Thanks to this addition the initial statistical difference between the channels
becomes irrelevant. Expected sources of jitter include front-end boards, ther-
mal noise, and the test pulse system.
According to past calibration measurements, the recorded time stamps should
produce histograms about 4 time bins wide (1 ns standard deviation). Created
by the test pulse system, the time stamps are expected to fall within 25 ns
bunch crossing similar to the past measurements in [35].
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 represent jitter measurements of OBDT phi. The his-
tograms display two types of timestamp distributions observed across the 240
channels. Each time stamp distribution has a mean described by the term
channel average. Time stamps beyond one bunch crossing (25 ns-cutoff) ap-
pear because they ranged over two bunch crossings.
The histogram 5.1 shows that four bins received more than 1000 hits. An
asymmetric tail pointing towards higher times comprises five hits. Compared
to the 8700 hits sent to channel 8, the five hits in the distribution tail constitute
a statistically insignificant amount. Its standard deviation falls slightly below
1 ns.
Comparing the type of distribution in Figure 5.1 to past measurements shows
agreement with MB3 jitter. Only 4% of channels display similar distributions.
Front-end boards, the test pulse generation, and thermal noise are responsible
for the observed jitter.
Figure 5.2 shows the second type of timestamp distribution. The histogram
has a similar distribution around the data median. Three bins reach above
the 2100-hit mark, and the fourth bin tallies close to 1000 hits. Finally, the
standard deviation of this type of distribution reaches slightly above 1 ns.
A similar jitter width appears in the both types of time stamp distribution
demonstrated by Figures 5.1 and 5.2. Because of the unconventional time
stamp distribution shape, the majority of jitter most likely originates from elec-
tronics and not from thermal fluctuations. Reaching a measure slightly higher
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Figure 5.1: A cumulative histogram that shows all time stamps recorded from channel 8. The
x-axis shows the nanosecond value of the time stamp spread over two bunch crossings. The
y-axis has a logarithmic scale and describes the number of hits received in a specified 0.78 ns
time bin. The data were recorded by OBDT phi.
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Figure 5.2: A cumulative histogram that shows all time stamps recorded from channel 56 by
OBDT phi. The x-axis shows the time stamp values across two bunch crossings. The y-axis has
a logarithmic scale and describes the number of hits received in a specified 0.78 ns time bin.

than the past measurements, almost 66% of the channels still fall within ex-
pected jitter values.
An outlying noisy channel is shown in Figure 5.3. Reaching the width of more
than 6 ns, the peak of the distribution spreads around the 44 ns-mark. The
main peak reaches about 6700 hits. About 28% of other channels experience
jitter with similar standard deviation as the main peak. In addition to the main
peak, the distribution also has a second peak around the 17 ns-mark. Totaling
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Figure 5.3: A cumulative histogram that shows all time stamps recorded from channel 125. The
x-axis describes the time stamp value. The y-axis has a logarithmic scale and describes the
number of hits received in a specified 0.78 ns time bin. Two distinct distributions in the histogram
include more than 70 (left) and close to 6700 (right) hits. The data were recorded by OBDT phi.

more than 70 hits, the distribution reaches a width of almost 8 ns.
The two distributions observed in Figure 5.3 exemplify random and determinis-
tic jitter. The left distribution closely resembles a Gaussian curve characteristic
for jitter caused by thermal fluctuations. The left distribution is an example of
a deterministic jitter caused by the electronics. Channel 125 exemplifies why
front-end boards includes a masking system capable of disconnecting individ-
ual channels from the read-out. The masking mechanism ensures that the
data flow does not saturate with non-physical data.
Figure 5.4 shows the complete jitter measurement summary of the OBDT phi.
All distributions were shifted to the channel average. Moving all distribution to-
wards a common mean illustrates a distinct pattern in the recorded jitter. 66%
of distributions have their standard deviation larger than 1 ns (See appendix
A for the plot of the channel standard deviations.). Many also include hits
recorded outside of this width with less significant statistics.
The majority of channels exhibit jitter with its standard deviation close to 1 ns.
Thus, the channels do reach the jitter expected from [35]. Some channels,
28% exactly, reach higher jitter. High jitter creates costly ambiguity detrimen-
tal to the drift tube special resolution. The large test pulse jitter does not
allow accurate time calibration. Drift tube response time spans multiple bunch
crossings and combined with pileup, a large calibration uncertainty can result
in false muon track reconstruction.
The high-radiation environment cannot produce the jitter because the mea-
surements were not executed in a high-radiation zone. Also, the front-end
boards used for the Minicrate test stand in Legnaro were not irradiated and
were not used at the Large Hadron Collider. Therefore, the measured jitter
does not originate from radiation-induced electronics degradation.
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Figure 5.4: A two-dimensional histogram summarizing all the noise measurements of OBDT phi.
The time stamp distributions were shifted by their averages. The x-axis describes the channel
number, the y-axis the distance from the mean of the distribution and the logarithmic color scale
describes the number of hits in a bin.

The intrinsic drift tube time fluctuation does not produce the observed jitter
either. Although the drift tube jitter width of 3.1 ns, roughly four bins, fits with
the observed data, the front-end boards did not receive any signals from drift
tubes (DTs) [17]. The testing setup included only the front-end boards.
Similarly, the measured jitter cannot be internal because TDC performance
was already labeled satisfactory in [23]. Established in section 3.5 Figure 3.8,
the differential non-linearity of the time-to-digital converter in the FPGA reach
below 10%. Translating to 10% of 0.78 ns, the data contradict the notion that
OBDT front-end lines could produce 4-bin or 3.12 ns wide jitter. Lastly, channel
crosstalk has even smaller effect on time digitization (Figure 3.9 section 3.5)
and does not significantly contribute to jitter observed in 5.4.
The jitter most likely originates from the front-end boards (FEBs). The front-
end board design has not changed since the muon chamber manufacturing.
Combined with electronics aging, the front-end boards (FEBs) can easily suf-
fer a slight jitter increase. The global standard deviation of OBDT phi jitter
accounts to 1.37 ± 0.33 ns.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 examine the jitter further. Without shifting the distributions,
a more complex and information-rich picture arises in the two-dimensional his-
togram 5.5. Channels build groups. Broad rising and falling trends appear in
the histogram and a small number of hits rests downshifted by one bunch
crossing. However, the majority of hits were recorded in the "second" bunch
crossing, i.e. after the 25 ns-mark. The channel time stamp average, or chan-
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Figure 5.5: A two-dimensional histogram that describes the time stamp distribution of the OBDT
phi tests. The x-axis describes the channel number, the y-axis the timestamp value in nanosec-
onds, and the logarithmic color scale describes the number of hits in the bin.
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Figure 5.6: A histogram showing the stacking of all time stamp distribution means. The x-axis
describes timestamps in nanoseconds. The y-axis shows the number of channel means in a
given time bin. The differences between the peak x-positions should correspond to front-end
cable lengths.
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nel average, distribution spreads across almost 27 ns.
The grouping of the time bins suggests that the OBDT phi FPGA receives the
signals in a length-matched design. Because signals went through nine dif-
ferent cable lengths, the time stamps can appear in nine subgroups. Conse-
quently, the dominant effect responsible for the widespread of the time stamp
distributions are front-end cable length differences.
To examine the signal path differences further, the means of the time stamp
distributions can be histogrammed. Figure 5.6 shows this histogram. The his-
togram includes multiple peaks. Starting at 20 ns, channel average distribution
produces nine peaks and ends at 47 ns.
Building time differences between the peak 1 and the other peaks gives an
examination method for the OBDT phi and its jitter. According to the exper-
imental setup described in section 4.2 the differences between the peaks of
the distribution in Figure 5.6 should come from the cable length differences.
The relative times give information about the signal path differences within the
system.
The time differences ∆t in table 5.1 range from 3.1 ns to 24.2 ns. Nine total
peaks create nine groups matching the number of cable lengths in the setup.
Test pulse cables had the same length so the differences must originate from
the front-end cable length variation. When time differences are translated to
signal path length differences ∆l, they do not match the physical cable length
differences. Using the speed of light at 0.3 m/ns and assuming the signal
propagation reduction in copper to be very conservative 40%, the length
differences reach more than 4 meters. Compared to the actual cable length
differences, the supposed lengths reach values from more than three- to
almost four-times larger.

Table 5.1: Table comparing the physical and measured path length differences
based on the relative time differences. The computation of length differences
assumes the speed of light as 0.3 m/ns and a conservative 40% reduction of
the speed in copper.

∆t [ns] ∆lmeasured [m] ∆lphysical [m]

3.1 0.6 0.15
5.5 1.0 0.30
8.6 1.5 0.45

11.7 2.1 0.60
14.8 2.7 0.75
18.0 3.2 0.90
21.1 3.8 1.05
24.2 4.4 1.20

Multiple reasons might explain the observed three- to almost four-times larger
path length differences. First the OBDT phi test pulse system might be at play.
If OBDT phi does not generate the pulses simultaneously, the nanosecond
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delays add to the path differences. Second, the incorrectly initialized input
delays of FPGA inputs or firmware bugs might also produce several nanosec-
ond differences in arrival times. Front-end cable length differences also add to
the path length differences contributing a few nanoseconds. The mentioned
phenomena create the distribution observed in the histogram 5.5. The results
suggest tweaks to OBDT phi firmware or the use of the OBDT theta version.
Further, the jitter of the OBDT phi system would benefit from decrease.

5.1.2 OBDT theta jitter measurements

Gathering data for the OBDT theta jitter measurement was described in sec-
tion 4.1 in greater detail. In short, all monitored channels were continuously
pulsed during the entire four-day measurement. A single channel accumulated
around 107 timestamps and experienced irradiation during the entire data tak-
ing. The recorded time stamps then serve as data for analyzing the electronics
jitter. Expected sources contributing to jitter include the Testpulse board, mul-
tiplexer, and front-end board. Similarly to the OBDT phi measurements this
analysis carries the 1 ns standard deviation jitter as a point of comparison.
Focusing on the jitter measurements of OBDT theta, the time stamp distribu-
tion of these electronics spans over 25 ns. Compared ot OBDT phi jitter mea-
surements in section 5.1.1, the spread of the time stamps did not reach two
bunch crossings. The first type of timestamp distribution illustrated by Figure
5.7 shows a distribution with almost 0.3 ns standard deviation. The channel
35 stimulated with test pulses passing through line one of the multiplexer has
a distribution centered around 14 ns. The histogram in Figure 5.7 represents
nine of the time stamp distributions that originate from front-end channels.
The distribution type shown in the histogram is narrower than most OBDT phi
distributions. Therefore, the jitter performance of the tested system compares
exceeds the past MB3 measurements presented in [35]. Compared to the
majority of OBDT phi timestamp distributions, the recorded distribution is one
bin thinner.
Less than a half of front-end channels, i.e. less than 40%, experience larger
jitter. Demonstrated by the histogram in Figure 5.8, their distribution standard
deviation reaches around 1.5 ns. The distribution shows double peaks cen-
tered around 19 ns. Positioned close to 18 ns, the first peak reaches statistics
of more than 105 time tamps. The second of the double peaks represents
more than 107 hits.
The second distribution type of the front-end channels closely resembles
OBDT phi jitter. Its 0.4 ns standard deviation creates almost expected timing
ambiguity. Compared to the 1 ns standard deviation, the six front-end channels
show better jitter still.
Figure 5.9 demonstrates distribution types with two distinct peaks. In this
exact example the higher peak one spreads around 16 ns and the second
around 19 ns. Both peaks have similar widths, below 1 ns, but the second peak
reaches a statistic two orders of magnitude smaller than the first higher peak.
This type of distribution appears for all channels receiving signals through the
multiplexer relay 6.
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Figure 5.7: A cumulative histogram that shows all time stamps recorded from channel 35 by
OBDT theta. The x-axis describes the time stamp values. The y-axis has a logarithmic scale and
describes the number of hits received in a specified 0.78 ns time bin.
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Figure 5.8: A cumulative histogram that shows all time stamps recorded from channel 24 under
relay 0. The data were recorded by OBDT theta. The x-axis shows the time stamp bins. The
y-axis has a logarithmic scale and describes the number of hits received in a time bin.
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Figure 5.9: A histogram that shows all time stamps recorded from channel 35 under relay 1.
The x-axis describes the time stamp values. The y-axis has a logarithmic scale and shows the
number of hits received in a time bin. The data were recorded on OBDT theta.
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Since the data come from the channel 35, the same channel as in Figure
5.7, the observed effect can be attributed to the multiplexer lines. The only
difference between Figure 5.7 and 5.9 are the used test pulse lines. Combined
with the observation of the behavior across all front-end channels connected
through the multiplexer relays 6, test pulse line has to be responsible for the
observed distribution type in Figure 5.9.

Possible explanations for the observed double peak distribution include time
bin jump and reflections. Similar to previous explanations the time bin jump
most likely originates from the radiation environment. The reflections could
arise in the multiplexer from incorrect impedance matching of the test pulse
lines.

Jitter measured in the front-end channels also does not stay completely within
one 0.78 ns time interval. Considering the statistics, the OBDT theta experi-
ence slightly less jitter than OBDT phi. The measurements not only compare
the On-Board Drift Tube electronics versions but also their test pulse systems:
the Testpulse board for OBDT theta and an integrated system for On-Board
Drift Tube electronics (OBDT) phi. The largest distribution widths for a given
line reach about 3 ns (Figure 5.8).

The jitter can originate from the used electronics or thermal noise. Determining
the origin of the jitter is difficult for three-bin-wide distributions. For channels
24 to 29 the shape of the distribution suggests that the jitter originates from
the electronics. Because the Testpulse board and the multiplexer were wired
in series, the data does not allow determining which piece of these electronics
causes this behavior.

The wider distribution in Figure 5.9 does not originate from the front-end board
or the Testpulse board. Because both Figure 5.7 and 5.9 show the same
channel stimulated by a different signal coming from the multiplexer.

The final two types of jitter histograms come from the channels looped from
one front-end connector of OBDT theta to another (section 4.3). Figure 5.10
depicts the ideal case of time distribution of only one time bin at 16 ns. The
logarithmic y-axis only reaches the 107-mark. Focusing on the statistics of the
measurement, channel 216 recorded almost 5 · 107 hits.

Figure 5.10 illustrates single bin jitter. Confirming the DNL measurements in
section 3.5 Figure 3.8, the histogram demonstrates the low internal jitter of
OBDT theta. The jitter introduced by the two front-end connectors in combina-
tion with internal jitter capped by the maximum 10% DNL measurement stays
under of 0.78 ns.

The second type of behavior of looped channels surfaces in Figure 5.11. Time
stamps of channel 222 spread over two bins giving the distribution a width of
1.5 ns. Both bins reach more than 107 hits with a difference of 8 · 106, and the
distribution mean lies at the 19.5 ns mark.
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Figure 5.10: A cumulative histogram that shows all time stamps recorded from looped channel
216. The x-axis describes the nanosecond value of the recorded time stamps. The y-axis has a
logarithmic scale and describes the number of hits received in a specified 0.78 ns time bin. The
data were recorded on OBDT theta.
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Figure 5.11: A cumulative histogram that shows all time stamps recorded from looped channel
222. The data were recorded on OBDT theta. Time stamp values are depicted on the x-axis. The
y-axis has a logarithmic scale and describes the number of hits received in a specified 0.78 ns
time bin.

Considering the achievable low jitter measured in channels such as 216, the
distribution in histogram 5.11 might not come from an increased jitter. An
alternative explanation for the shown distribution might come from a time drift
of the generated FPGA clock. If signals arrive closer to the time bin edge, a
slight change in frequency causes the pulse to fall into a different time bin.
As in the case of the jitter analysis of OBDT phi, all distributions appear in the
jitter histogram 5.12. Most looped channel distributions span only one time
bin. Thirteen channels exhibit mostly one time bin distribution, having only few
hits around the main bins. Finally, 27 channels show a distinct two-bin time
stamp distribution.
All distributions at once can be seen in the two-dimensional histogram 5.13.
No observable trends appear in the histogram. 46 of the jitter distributions
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Jitter histogram of the OBDT theta looped channels

Figure 5.12: A two-dimensional histogram that shows the jitter widths of the OBDT theta looped
channels. All distributions center around their maximum bin. Looped channel numbers are de-
picted by the x-axis and the deviation of the time stamp from the channel maximum by the y-axis.
The color logarithmically describes the number of hits in a bin.
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Figure 5.13: A two-dimensional histogram that shows the distribution of the OBDT theta looped
channel. The x-axis describes the looped channel numbers, the y-axis the time stamp value, and
the color describes the number of hits in the bin.
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spread over a single time bin, and 27 include a significant amount of hits in the
second time bin. The spread of the distributions approaches 9 ns.
The looped channels show excellent jitter behavior. The majority of looped
channels received one-bin-wide time stamp distribution over four days. They
show excellent timing stability in a radiation environment. The other looped
channels exhibit a two-bin-wide distribution. Compared to the jitter measured
on the OBDT phi system, the width shows promising results nonetheless. Bin
drift could explain the the two-bin wide distributions. Nevertheless, the wiring
that produces the excellent jitter does not include front-end boards, making
the measurements less relevant for High-Luminosity LHC operations.
The combined jitter information of front-end channels appears in the jitter his-
togram 5.14. Only channel five reaches two time bin jitter. The other channels
experience wider distributions: 56% have three-bin-wide; almost 19% are four-
bin-wide, and more than 18% have five-bin-wide timestamp distributions.
Examining the jitter histogram of the front-end channels, the front-end chan-
nels exhibit more jitter than the looped channels. Because the channels re-
ceive their signals from a more complex system, the variety of the observed
distributions is also larger than in the case of looped channels. The three bin
wide distributions show an expected jitter. Bin jumps from single event upsets
might cause the wider time stamp distributions.
Centering the distributions around their maximum bin does not change the
general look of the distribution. This fact shows time stamp behavior consis-
tent with the wiring of the experimental setup. All 16 signals travel through a
front-end cable of the same length. Next, the test pulse activates all channels
at the same time. Finally, the time stamp distribution demonstrate that the
input delays of the field programmable gate array create no measurable
difference.

Combining jitter histograms of front-end and looped channels the Figure
5.15 demonstrates the difference between the channels types. The front-end
channels have bins with ten-times less hits because the multiplexer relay 3
closed only for a set portion of the measurement. Their distributions exhibit
standard deviations greater than those of the looped channels, but both reach
values below 0.5 ns (see appendix A for plot of all standard deviations). The
OBDT theta setup thus shows outstanding timing stability.

Jitter measurements of OBDT theta show excellent results. Although looped
channels exhibit excellent time stamp distribution widths, they do not represent
a realistic scenario for the test pulse system. All front-end channels, on the
other hand, display an first-class jitter. The standard deviation of all time stamp
distributions reaches below 0.5 ns. Compared to the MB3 measurement from
[35] that describe the time stamp distributions to have standard distribution
around 1 ns, the averaged front-end channel time stamps standard deviation
of 0.32 ± 0.13 ns falls well below the comparison point of 1 ns.
Moreover, the OBDT theta jitter is also smaller than the OBDT phi jitter. The
comparison derived from the jitter measurements shows that OBDT theta uses
a test pulse system with greater timing stability. Similarly to the OBDT phi mea-
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Figure 5.14: A two-dimensional histogram that shows the time stamp distribution of front-end
channels of OBDT theta. The data from the entire four-day measurement campaign are plotted
such that the x-axis describes the relay channel number; the y-axis shows the time stamp value;
and the color describes the number of hits in a given bin.
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Figure 5.15: A two-dimensional histogram that combines jitter of looped and front-end channels
of OBDT theta. The channels are described by the x-axis and the time stamp value by the y-axis.
The logarithmic color-scale describes the number of hits in a bin.
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Figure 5.16: A plot depicting the ten-second average of time stamps recorded for channel 23
by OBDT theta. The y-axis of the plot shows the deviation of the time stamps from the channel
average in nanoseconds, and the x-axis depicts the date and time of the measurement.

surements the jitter sources in OBDT theta measurements include front-end
boards, the test pulse system, thermal noise, and additionally the multiplexer.
Spread of the time stamp distributions also falls within one punch crossing as
expected from [35].

5.2 Stability of the time-to-digital converter

Measurement campaign at CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facil-
ity required continuous monitoring, so its data allowed examining the perfor-
mance of the time-to-digital converter implemented on the OBDT theta FPGA.
Channels are considered to be stable if the mean of their time stamp distri-
bution does not drift more than 1.56 ns over 1.4 ms [35]. A more practical
requirement would push the 1.4 ms necessary to calibrate the whole drift tube
system during 16 abort gap cycles to a few minutes.
Since jitter gives only a snapshot of time stamps for a given time interval, it
cannot distinguish whether the time distribution comes from random noise or
a systematic drift. To disentangle these effects, this thesis examines stability
of the time-to-digital converter implemented in the OBDT firmware by studying
the evolution of channel timestamp distribution means over time.
Figure 5.16 shows the time stamp distribution mean, or time stamp mean,
evolution of channel 23. In fact, channel 23 represents the majority of looped
channel behavior. The timestamp mean stays within the same bin over four
days exemplifying the ideal time stamp behavior with no timestamp drift.
The plot thus supports the jitter measurements (Figure 5.10). Almost 72%
of the looped channels remain exceptionally stable in the four-day measuring
period. The standard deviation plotted in Figure 5.10 remains almost zero
because all signals were recorded in one time bin.
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Figure 5.17: A plot demonstrating the time stamp drift measured by OBDT theta. The ten-second
timestamp mean was recorded for channel 12. Measurement time is described on the x-axis, and
the deviation of the time stamp mean from the channel average is on the y-axis.

Apart from the channels with no timestamp drift, the measurements also found
19 channels that do drift. Shown in the example of channel 12 (Figure 5.17),
the plot describes a one time bin drift of the time stamp mean. Magnified by the
increase in standard deviation, the drift happens over the course of one day
starting after 7:00 on the 7th and ending before 7:00 on the 8th of September.
The present time bin drift explains the two-bin jitter width of several looped
channels. If the signals from front-end boards arrive close to the bin edge, the
time-to-digital converter can record them in one or the other bin with a given
probability. Because the reference clocks in the field programmable gate array
experience drift, their change of frequency can lead to measuring the signal
arrival time in a different bin.
Channel 194 is one of two outliers and exhibits a time bin jump of almost 4 ns
for almost eight and a half hours (Figure 5.18). The time bin jump shown in
Figure 5.18 creates two domains with constant timestamp value and same
close to zero standard deviation. The second channel that experiences time
bin jump is the channel 171. Reaching magnitude of almost 2 ns the time bin
jump does not last for a prolonged time span. The rest of data fall withing one
time bin.
Only two channels experienced this behavior. Making barely 3% of all mon-
itored looped channels, they both highlight the need for online monitoring.
Combined with the radiation environment that OBDT theta was exposed to,
this behavior can be attributed to time bit jump caused by single event upsets.
The time bin jumps also justify frequent recalibration of the timing system in
order to maximize the data taking time of the Compact Muon Solenoid.
The time stamp behavior of the looped channels is summarized in the ridge
plot 5.19. In addition to channel 12, almost 26% of channels show time bin
drift. All channels that experienced bin drift are highlighted. Under close ex-
amination, the time bin drift happens at different time spans.The labels at each
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Figure 5.18: A plot depicting the ten-second time stamp recorded for channel 194. The x-axis
describes the time of the measurement, and the y-axis shows the deviation of the time stamp
mean from channel average. The data was measured by OBDT theta.

end of the signals in the plot indicate the originating channel for the average
time stamps. It’s also evident from the plot that only half of the connected
looped channels registered hits, as the remaining half functioned as sources
for the test pulses. Moreover, one front-end connector of the On-Board Drift
Tube (OBDT) theta was intentionally left unconnected.
Observing the full picture of the time stamp evolution over the whole 4-day
period shows an undisputed stability of the time digitization system. The data
show that OBDT theta more than exceeds the 1.4 ms stability goal set by the
duration of the DT system calibration[35]. Nevertheless an example of chan-
nels 171 and 194 shows that OBDT theta experiences single channel upsets.
Therefore, during detector operation the system needs monitoring to ensure
that the recorded data describes a muon flying through a drift tube.
Measurements of OBDT theta TDC time stability keep the channel naming
convention introduced in 4.3. Ones connected to the front-end boards are
called front-end channels and the other channels are called looped channels
(Figure 4.4). The more complex information of front-end channels is shown
in Figure 5.20 and 5.21. Although the heat maps do not allow distinguishing
between the front-end channels, they show that all channels experience the
same behavior.
Comparing the channels connected to the front-end board requires picking out
time stamps from only one test pulse path. The process decreases the total
statistics of the recorded hits, but allows comparing the front-end with looped
channels. Taking a closer look at Figure 5.20 shows that the mean of the front-
end channels stays within one time bin over the first day of the measurement.
Around 16:20 many front-end channels experience a noise spike smaller than
the size of one time bin (0.78 ns).
Similarly to the looped channels the front-end channels also show exceptional
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Figure 5.20: A heat map of OBDT theta channels connected to a front-end board. The x-axis
describes the time of the measurements, the heat maps also show the timestamp value on the
y-axis. The color map describes the number of hits recorded in a specific time coordinate. The
test pulses sent to the front-end board came through the seventh relay.

stability. During the first day only a single measurement showed a time stamp
distribution not wider than one bin. During the larger gaps around 13:00,
15:00, 15:45, 19:30, and 21:00 the monitoring of OBDT theta did not collect
data.
Figure 5.21 especially, illustrates the increased noise of the front-end chan-
nels. A less noisy period starts after 6:36 lasting almost until 19:12. Examin-
ing the region around the horizontal 0 ns mark, the bulk of time stamp means
stays within one time bin of the day average mean. The general trend of all
channels shows a time bin drift towards later times. An almost 3 ns time bin
jump happens shortly before 22:12. Channels 24 to 29 experience the time
bin jump (see appendix A). The other front-end channels remain constant.
During the second to last day of measurements, the noise from the front-end
channels increased. A behavior expected considering the collected radiation
dose of the electronics. The time stamp distribution shows a time bin drift in
progress as the number of hits in the upper bin changes from around 2000 to
around 300. The opposite happens for the lower bin. Depending on the closed
relay of the multiplexer all front-end channels show time bin drift similar to one
shown in 5.17. The time bin jump towards the end of the measurement shows
another single event upset caused by the radiation environment. Adding the
front-end channels 24 through 29 to looped channels 194 and 171 results in
9% of all channels experiencing multiple minute effects of the radiation envi-
ronment.
The time bin jump present in the jitter histogram also explains the types of
distribution described by Figure 5.9. The lower peak of the distribution comes
from a time bin jump just like in the time stamp heat map 5.21.
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Figure 5.21: A heat map of OBDT theta channels connected to a front-end board. The measure-
ment time is shown on the x-axis, and the y-axis describes the deviation time stamp mean from
the channel average of the third measurement day. The test pulses sent to the front-end board
passed through the third relay.

The general outcome of the stability examination of OBDT theta shows satis-
factory performance of front-end channels. As the most important result of the
measurement, time stamps recorded through these channels under irradiation
remain stable over an entire day. This result more than exceeds the minimum
stability requirement of 1.4 ms [35]. Next 44% of the front-end and 9% of all
channels experience a time bin jump because of the radiation environment the
electronics experienced. Since the front-end channel jumps occur in all relay
configurations, they have to originate from the front-end boards. By contrast,
the looped channel time bin jumps have to originate in the OBDT FPGA. The
looped channels show stability of the field programmable gate array up to irra-
diation dose of 35 Gy. Over the four day data taking, only 26% of the channels
experienced time bin drift. The magnitude of the drift amounted to at most
1.56 ns.

5.3 Hit rate and detection efficiency of On-Board Drift
Tube electronics

Expanding on the work of the Slice Test presented in section 3.4, this thesis
examines the efficiency of OBDT phi under higher rates averaging 28 Hz/cm2

for OBDT phi. Simulating almost 60% of the 50 Hz/cm2 rates expected at High-
Luminosity LHC, the OBDT phi and its testing system are expected to handle
these rates [4]. The slow control noise of 1 MHz allowed looking for OBDT phi
transmission limits. The efficiency measurements of OBDT phi involved acti-
vating an increasing number of channels and sending test pulses (section 4.1).
Additionally, the tests at the CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facility
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Figure 5.22: A scatter plot showing the test pulse detection efficiency of OBDT phi channels. The
x-axis describes the channel number and the y-axis shows the efficiency. The measurement did
not include the noise from the slow control. Points at a y-value of zero come from a disconnected
cable, and the data were recorded without the front-end noise.

examined the reliability of OBDT theta under a high irradiation environment.
During irradiation, the testing software monitored the number of unregistered
hits (see section 4.3).
In both cases of hit rate and efficiency measurements, the On-Board Drift Tube
electronics is expected to record all hits generated by the test pulse system.
In the examination of OBDT phi this translates to all channels reaching the
efficiency of one. In contrast , OBDT theta measurements expect to record 0
missing hits across the entire measurement period and across all channels.
The efficiency scatter plot in Figure 5.22 shows efficiency close to one for all
channels. Only one sixth of the channels miss one hit out of around 200. Be-
cause one front-end cable did not connect to a front-end board channels 62
through 78 do not appear in the efficiency plot. The errors are taken to be bi-
nomial leading to the efficiencies of 0 and 1 to have no errors as intended. Due
to the measurement method, higher channel numbers have smaller statistics
supporting their efficiency.
Data show that OBDT phi can forward up to 224 hits within almost one bunch
crossing without substantial data losses. Because most OBDT phi will not use
all front-end connectors, the plot proves that they will be capable of handling
224 hits in one second intervals. Considering that a muon track usually leaves
three or four hits in a muon chamber super layer the measurement shows
that OBDT phi could handle between around 60 muons passing through the
super layer. The calculation also assumes that the muons each pass through
different drift tube stack within 28 ns.
After adjusting the measurement method by including masking of the front-end
boards, OBDT phi significantly lose efficiency (Figure 5.23). The loss arises
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Figure 5.23: A scatter plot showing the test pulse detection efficiency of OBDT phi channels.
Channel numbers are describe by the x-axis and the channel efficiency is on the y-axis. The
measurement included noise from the slow control. The points at a y-value of zero come from
filtering of noisy channels.

from ten noisy channels resting at zero efficiency because they were filtered
out from the data. The distribution changes to a more randomly distributed
behavior. Many channels retain 90% efficiency, and the channels with higher
numbers reach 100%. The lowest efficiency of about 44% is recorded by
the channel 231. In total, 16 channels exhibit efficiency below 75%. Finally,
channel 125 reaches efficiency higher than one because it experienced low
rate noise. The noise is also visible in Figure 5.3.
Histogramming the efficiencies gives an a better overview of the observed
time stamp losses (Figure 5.24). Around 70% of the channels still retain effi-
ciency above 90%. The histogram also clearly shows the 10 noisy channels
and channel 125 which experienced low amount of noise, reaching efficiency
higher than one.
Observing the efficiency histogram, the noisy channels saturated the trans-
mission capabilities of the experimental setup. Caused by the slow control,
the ten channels collectively introduced close to 1 MHz of noise. The number
comes from the 100 kHz frequency used for the slow control of the front-end
boards (FEBs) multiplied by nine noisy channels. The plot describes that ei-
ther OBDT phi or the testing board HTG-940 cannot cope with the noise and
extra hits. Comparing the noise rate to the expected rate of 50 Hz/cm2, which
translates to 1.7 MHz per MB3 chamber section, the setup cannot handle 56%
of the 50 Hz/cm2 rate without losing data.
The rates created at CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facility did
not reach as high as On-Board Drift Tube electronicsphi tests. Therefore, the
detection efficiencies were much higher. To see the small inefficiencies, two-
dimensional histograms show the number of missing hits in ten seconds over
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Figure 5.24: A histogram that displays the efficiencies of OBDT phi channels. The efficiency
value is on the x-axis and the number hits in a given bin on a logarithmic y-axis. The entries at 0
efficiency originate from noisy channels and the single entry beyond one belongs to one channel
with low noise.

the whole measurement campaign (Figures 5.25, 5.26, 5.27, and 5.28).
The first-day measurements shown in Figure 5.25, record at most eleven miss-
ing hits in the front-end channels (explicitly 0, 3, 4, 5, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35). The first set of missing hits appears between
15:00 and 19:00. The second set starts at 20:00 and ends around 20:45. The
third and final group of missing hits lasts no longer than 15 minutes starting at
21:00.
Because the number of missing hits is lower than one percent of the total
test pulse hits issued through the front-end board, the efficiency is excellent.
The measurement was off during the wider gaps between bins with missing
hits. The measured inefficiencies originate from incorrectly timed switching.
Because the relays switched after and not before the measurement ended,
the first pulses issued through the next line did not reach the FPGA pins. The
inefficiencies disappear after an adjustment of the testing procedure.
Figure 5.26 shows almost no missing hits. The single missing hit in each chan-
nel occurred about 15 minutes before 15:00. The rest of the measurements
did not experience any hit losses.
Considering that the simulated hit rate during the test reached 291 Hz per
channel, the hit rate OBDT theta handled reaches more than 26 kHz. The
calculation involves the 291 Hz base rate and multiplying it by 16 front-end
and 74 looped channels. The data set a new boundary on the hit rate OBDT
theta can handle in a radiation environment.
Measurements on the third day show missing hits in channels connected to
the front-end board (Figure 5.27). Starting shortly after 20:15 in a periodic
sequence of about eleven minutes, the pattern continues until the end of the
day. The channels miss 100% of issued hits. In addition to the missing hits
of the front-end channels, all monitored channels record a missing hit around
21:30.
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Figure 5.25: A two-dimensional histogram depicting the number of missing hits as a logarithmic
color hue. The y-axis describes the channel number, and the measurement time shows on the
x-axis. The plot shows the data from the first day of the measurement campaign. OBDT theta
recorded the data.
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Figure 5.26: A two-dimensional histogram depicting the number of missing hits as a logarithmic
color hue. The y-axis describes the channel number, and the measurement time shows on the
x-axis. The plot shows the data from the second day of the measurement campaign. OBDT theta
recorded the data.

The missing hits recorded at the end of the third day during the measurement
campaign come from an implemented testing procedure. During this time none
of the test pulse relays were closed, so no test pulses reached the front-end
boards. Apart from these planned missing hits, OBDT theta missed only a
single hit around 21:30. Adding to the total of previous measurements, the
histogram 5.27 expands the efficiency of the OBDT theta.
The final recorded day of the irradiation campaign registers missing hits start-
ing from 102 and reaching more than 105 missing hits in one ten-second mea-
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Figure 5.27: A two-dimensional histogram depicting the number of missing hits as a logarithmic
color hue. The y-axis describes the channel number, and the measurement time shows on the
x-axis. The plot shows the date from the third day of the measurement campaign. OBDT theta
recorded the data.
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Figure 5.28: A two-dimensional histogram depicting the number of missing hits as a logarithmic
color hue. The y-axis describes the channel number, and the measurement time shows on the
x-axis. The plot shows the date from the fourth day of the measurement campaign. OBDT theta
recorded the data.

surement. In Figure 5.28, the first instance appears directly after midnight and
the net groups of missing hits start shortly before 1:00 and end after 1:45.
Both the looped and the front-end channels experience inefficiencies.
The final missing hits arise from restarting procedures undertaken to reestab-
lish the communication with the OBDT theta. Shortly before 2:00 during the
fourth day measurement irreversibly shut down. Because the communication
was not established all of the monitored channels experienced hit losses. The
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channels miss 100% of the hits, similarly to the end of the previous day. In
total OBDT theta survived up to 35 Gy, 70-times the High-Luminosity LHC
dose.

The efficiency measurements of OBDT phi show promising results. The tests
at INFN Legnaro show that OBDT phi can handle processing up to 224 simul-
taneous hits in relaxed conditions. With no background noise and one second
between each test pulse firing, OBDT phi practically registers all hits.
High rate tests were able to find the transmission limit of the experimental
setup. With background hit rate close to 1 MHz, the firmware of OBDT phi
or the HTG-940 were not capable of recording issued hits. Compared to
the expected benchmark of 1.7 MHz coming from the 50 Hz/cm2 rate, the
firmware does not pass the test [4]. This result serves as an excellent reason
to perfect the OBDT FPGA firmware, so by the time High-Luminosity LHC
starts, the On-Board Drift Tube electronics (OBDT) transfer all timestamps.

Efficiency tests of OBDT theta display positive results as well. Measurements
at CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facility display that only two hits
per monitored channel are attributable to the electronics inefficiency. A re-
sult more impressive when the radiation operational environment is taken into
account. The other observed missing hits can be attributed to errors in the
testing procedure, intentional multiplexer settings, or OBDT theta restarting
procedures.
Due to the testing setup limitations, the test of OBDT theta did not aim to
find the transmission limit of the system. Nevertheless, the tests at CERN
high energy accelerator mixed field facility proved that OBDT theta can handle
more than 26 kHz average hit rates with insignificant efficiency loss. An impor-
tant contribution of the measurements at CERN high energy accelerator mixed
field facility is the test of electronics in the radiation environment. OBDT theta
survives radiation dose of 35 Gy, 70-times the expected 0.5 Gy [22]. Con-
sequently, the result shows that the OBDT theta is very likely to survive en-
tire High-Luminosity LHC operations. The irradiation shows little influence on
the hit recording capabilities of On-Board Drift Tube electronics (OBDT) theta.
Passing this benchmark is an important milestone in the electronics verifica-
tion.
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Chapter 6

Jitter, timing stability, and
pre-production steps of
On-Board Drift Tube electronics

This thesis has focused on the Phase 2 upgrade of the CMS muon chamber
readout electronics. As the electronics production approaches, tests of the
developed On-Board Drift Tube electronics (OBDT) need to ensure their sta-
bility and reliability. Crucially, the tests need to emulate stresses experienced
over the whole lifespan of the electronics. This work has examined the perfor-
mance of test pulse and time-digitization systems of the On-Board Drift Tube
electronics.

6.1 OBDT experience timing and jitter performance

Time-to-digital converter stability tests at CERN high energy accelerator mixed
field facility of OBDT theta show outstanding performance. 79% channels stay
stable longer than the 1.4 ms benchmark [35], drifting less than 0.78 ns over
the four day measurement and after receiving 35 Gy. Only 26% of channels
experience time-bin drift of up to 1.56 ns. The 9% of channels affected by sin-
gle event upsets highlight the importance of detector performance monitoring.
A critical area of investigation was the new readout jitter. Analyzing timestamp
distributions recorded by both On-Board Drift Tube electronics types showed
that the phi version experiences jitter slightly larger than seen in the legacy
hardware. The measured average standard deviation of each timestamp dis-
tribution reached 1.37 ± 0.33 ns compared to the expected 1 ns [35]. Next,
the jitter analysis of OBDT theta show exceptionally low jitter of 0.32 ± 0.13 ns
highlighting the timing accuracy of the readout electronics and their test pulse
system.
Additionally, the jitter analysis examined the spread of timestamp distributions.
Included in an experimental setup OBDT theta demonstrated a much narrower
spread of timestamp distributions, reaching less than 10 ns. This spread is
narrower than the spread recorded by OBDT phi, exceeding 25 ns.
The measurements conducted to test OBDT phi revealed a drop in the ef-
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ficiency of the transmission setup when subjected to 28 Hz/cm2 background
hit rate. Without the background hit rate, the experimental setup reached
detection efficiency really close to 100%. In a different measurement cam-
paign OBDT theta demonstrated immaculate efficiency (almost indistinguish-
able from 100%). The measurements also present that the tested OBDT theta
survived an irradiation dose of 35 Gy, showing it will very likely survive the
High-Luminosity LHC irradiation dose of 0.5 Gy and perform without problems
[22].

6.2 Next steps

Looking ahead, future work should focus on understanding discrepancies in
timestamp distributions between the two On-Board Drift Tube electronics ver-
sions. This difference warrants further investigation to determine the differ-
ences between the two versions.
In terms of necessary improvements, the OBDT phi measurements point to the
experimental setup. The explored transmission limit of 28 Hz/cm2 highlights
the need to improve the firmware towards the design goal of 50 Hz/cm2 [4].
Lastly, future tests should expand the high rate measurements to OBDT theta.
These tests should include an improved experimental setup with more precise
hit emulation methods and investigate the high-rate capabilities of OBDT theta.
In a similar manner, the time-to-digital converter stability test carried out under
irradiation needs to be repeated for OBDT phi.
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Acronyms

LHC Large Hadron Collider

CMS Compact Muon Solenoid

ATLAS A Torodial LHC Apparatus

ALICE A Large Ion Colider Experiment

LHCb Large Hadron Colider for beauty

CERN Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire

FPGA field programmable gate array

MB Muon chamber Barell

CSC Cathode-Strip Chamber

RPC Resistive Plate Chamber

HTG HiTech Global

CO2 carbon dioxide

PbWO4 lead tungstate

DT drift tube

OBDT On-Board Drift Tube electronics

HCAL hadronic calorimenter

ECAL electromagnetic calorimeter

lpGBT low-power gigabit transciever

VTRx+ Versatile Transciever Link plus

TDC time-to-digital converter

ASIC application-specific integrated circuit

FEB front-end board

SCA slow control adapter
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CHARM CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facility

DNL differential non-linearity

IC integrated circuit

LVDS low-voltage differential signal

ROB read-out board

TRB trigger board

INFN Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare

I2C inter-integrated circuit

MAD Multichannel Amplifier-Discriminator
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Appendix A

Complementary plots

The following plots supplement data in the previous sections of the thesis.
They range from irradiation dose plots to scatter plots of time stamp distribu-
tions.
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Figure A.1: The plot describes the measurement of total registered radiation dose delivered
during the measurements at CERN high energy accelerator mixed field facility. OBDT theta
malfunctioned and stopped working at the beginning of the 9th of September after receiving
35 Gy. The x-axis describes the time, and the y-axis describes the total ionizing dose.
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Figure A.2: A plot of the channel time stamp mean evolution measured by OBDT theta. The data
shown in the plot have been heavily filtered. An important feature of the plot is the time bin jump
on the right side of the plot. The x-axis descrbes the time of the measurement and the y-axis the
time stamp distribution mean measured over ten seconds. The data originate from channel 24
under relay 0.
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Figure A.3: A plot of the channel time stamp mean evolution measured by OBDT theta. The data
shown in the plot have been heavily filtered. An important feature of the plot is the time bin jump
on the right side of the plot. The x-axis descrbes the time of the measurement and the y-axis the
time stamp distribution mean measured over ten seconds. The data originate from channel 25
under relay 0.
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Figure A.4: A plot of the channel time stamp mean evolution measured by OBDT theta. The data
shown in the plot have been heavily filtered. An important feature of the plot is the time bin jump
on the right side of the plot. The x-axis descrbes the time of the measurement and the y-axis the
time stamp distribution mean measured over ten seconds. The data originate from channel 26
under relay 0.
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Figure A.5: A plot of the channel time stamp mean evolution measured by OBDT theta. The data
shown in the plot have been heavily filtered. An important feature of the plot is the time bin jump
on the right side of the plot. The x-axis descrbes the time of the measurement and the y-axis the
time stamp distribution mean measured over ten seconds. The data originate from channel 27
under relay 0.
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Figure A.6: A plot of the channel time stamp mean evolution measured by OBDT theta. The data
shown in the plot have been heavily filtered. An important feature of the plot is the time bin jump
on the right side of the plot. The x-axis descrbes the time of the measurement and the y-axis the
time stamp distribution mean measured over ten seconds. The data originate from channel 28
under relay 0.
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Figure A.7: A plot of the channel time stamp mean evolution measured by OBDT theta. The data
shown in the plot have been heavily filtered. An important feature of the plot is the time bin jump
on the right side of the plot. The x-axis descrbes the time of the measurement and the y-axis the
time stamp distribution mean measured over ten seconds. The data originate from channel 29
under relay 0.
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Figure A.8: The figure shows the timestamps distribution standard deviations for OBDT phi. The
x-axis describes the channel number, and the y-axis depicts the magnitude of the deviation in
nanoseconds.
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Figure A.9: The figure shows the timestamps distribution standard deviations for OBDT phi. The
x-axis describes the channel number, and the y-axis depicts the magnitude of the deviation in
nanoseconds.
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